
Week of January 3 Lesson Planning Guide
Plans for Riana Beavers, 
Hannah Parsley, Sarah 
Crick, Christy Bragg

Day and 
Time

Units, Chapters, 
Concepts…

TEK Instructional Strategies Materials and Resources:
"TODAY the student will 

learn/master…"

Mon Math: no school no school

1/2
Reading 
Comprehension: no school

no school ELL-introduce vocabulary 
prior to lesson.

Phonics/Word 
Study: no school no school

Writing/Grammar: no school no school 
Science: no school no school

Tues Math: 3.1A 3.1E
2.1 Equal Shares- Why do you need to 
know how to make equal shares?

1/3
Reading 
Comprehension:

3.2 C I will establish a purpose for 
reading and monitor comprehension 
throughout.  Fig. 19 E I will summarize.  

Read "How to Catch a Star"  and discuss the 
procedure involved.  What are the steps to 
writing a procedural text.

Phonics:

3.4B Use context to determine 
the relevant meaning of 
unfamiliar words or distinguish 
among multiple meanings.  3.4C  
Identify and use homophones 
and homographs.

Introduce the vocabulary and work in 
word study journals every 
day.  greeting, closing, heading, 
signature, body.

Writing/Grammar: 3.15 A  I will explain a set of written 
multi-step directions and write letters 
tailored to an audience and purpose.

Write friendly letters.  Write a friendly letter to 
your teacher about your winter holiday.

Descriptive sentence starter 
ideas: Can you imagine, 
Picture, There's nothing 
like, Imagine, Take a closer 
look at....

ELL-write sentence 
stems out for ELLs 
to copy and get 
them started.



Science:

3.7A We will identify, describe, and 
model ways soils are formed by 
weathering and decomposition. 3.1
B, 3.2A, 3.2F

STEM Scopes Content Connections 
video (use link). Mystery Science 
slideshow (20 minutes). Quiz.

https://ali3.
acceleratelearning.
com/scopes/59/elements/2
91727    Mystery Science: 
https://mysteryscience.
com/rocks/mystery-
3/weathering-destructive-
forces/57?
r=861314&s=social:
pinterest

Wed Math: 3.1 C 3.1F
2.2- Unit Fractions of a Whole- What do 
the top and bottom numbers of a fraction 
tell?

1/4
Reading 
Comprehension:

3.2 C I will establish a purpose for 
reading and monitor comprehension 
throughout.  Fig. 19 E I will summarize.  

Read "How to Babysit a Grandpa"  discuss the 
procedural steps involved using a flow map.  

Phonics:

3.4B Use context to determine 
the relevant meaning of 
unfamiliar words or distinguish 
among multiple meanings.  3.4C  
Identify and use homophones 
and homographs.

Work in word study journals.

Writing/Grammar: 
3.15 A  I will explain a set of written 
multi-step directions and write letters 
tailored to an audience and purpose. Write a friendly letter to your grandpa.

Science:

3.7B We will observe and 
describe rapid changes to 
earth's surface (including 
volcanos, earthquakes, 
landslides, and tsunamis). 

Explain that earth's surface can also 
change quickly! Content connections 
video in STEM scopes (use link). 
Reading passage for independent work.

https://ali3.
acceleratelearning.
com/scopes/60/elements/2
91699

Thurs Math: 3.1D 3.1F
2.3 Fractions of a Whole- How does a 
fraction name part of a whole?

1/5
Reading 
Comprehension:

3.2 C I will establish a purpose for 
reading and monitor comprehension 
throughout.  Fig. 19 E I will summarize.  

Read How to Make Apple Pie and See the 
World.  Discuss the procedure using a flow 
map.

https://ali3.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/60/elements/291699
https://ali3.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/60/elements/291699
https://ali3.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/60/elements/291699
https://ali3.acceleratelearning.com/scopes/60/elements/291699


Phonics:

3.4B Use context to determine 
the relevant meaning of 
unfamiliar words or distinguish 
among multiple meanings.  3.4C  
Identify and use homophones 
and homographs.

Word study journals.

Writing/Grammar: 
3.15 A  I will explain a set of written 
multi-step directions and write letters 
tailored to an audience and purpose.

Write a friendly letter to someone of your 
choice.

Science:

3.7B We will observe and 
describe rapid changes to 
earth's surface (including 
volcanos, earthquakes, 
landslides, and tsunamis). 

Discovery Ed. video (use link). Quiz as 
independent work.

http://app.
discoveryeducation.
com/player/view/assetGuid
/64e08dcf-c69a-4fef-bba4-
16f9ea0a96c1

Fri Math: 3.1D 3.1F
Hersheys Fraction Lesson. Students will receive 
a Hershey bar and work on making equal 
shares, and creating fractions with it. 

Hershey bars for class 
Hershey Fration paper

1/6
Reading 
Comprehension:

3.2 C I will establish a purpose for 
reading and monitor comprehension 
throughout.  Fig. 19 E I will summarize.  

Read Thunder Cakes.  Use a flow map to 
describe the procedure for making thunder 
cake.

Phonics:

3.4B Use context to determine 
the relevant meaning of 
unfamiliar words or distinguish 
among multiple meanings.  3.4C  
Identify and use homophones 
and homographs.

Vaocabulary Assessment

Writing/Grammar: 3.15 A  I will explain a set of written 
multi-step directions and write letters 
tailored to an audience and purpose. Publish a friendly letter.

GT-finished product 
for expository 
writing should be 3-
5 PARAGRAPHS

Science: FAB Friday! Review TEKS from this week. 

http://app.discoveryeducation.com/player/view/assetGuid/64e08dcf-c69a-4fef-bba4-16f9ea0a96c1
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